
 

September 

Glenaire Gazette 
Dear Parents/Carers, 
WELCOME BACK!!!! There have been lots of very happy children settling into learning this week, lots of excited teachers 
buzzing to have their new classes, and I know lots of parents were very pleased to see the children back at school. We have 
had lots of feedback from parents – some positive and a couple of ‘moans’, which have been very helpful in showing where we 
need to tweak our systems. Luckily, for every little ‘moan’ there have been at least 10 positive comments, so we feel things 
have gone well in what everybody knows is a difficult situation! The boxes below explain how we need you to help us stay 
covid-safe for everyone. 

Social Distance 
 

It is really important that we are all following Government guidelines 
and ‘Stay Alert’ at drop-off and pick-up times. Please ensure as 
adults you are maintaining social distancing. In order to keep 
everyone safe, this means standing on the correct side whilst 
waiting and keeping at least 1m apart from other families at all 
times. You also need to keep your children with you. 

Access 

Although our one-way systems are working well, we have a problem 
with parents lining up outside school much earlier than their drop-off 
time. We appreciate this may be due to bus timetables. This blocks the 
path and makes it difficult for others. We would ask all parents to please 
wait until the correct time at a distance from school, such as across the 
road or further down Thompson Lane, so that others can have access.  

Timings 
 

Please stick to the timings given on the letter, which is still available 
on our website if you need to check. Go to ‘parent zone’ and look 
under ‘#Covid19’. If you arrive early, please wait at a distance so 
that access is not blocked for others. If you have siblings to drop off, 
you can follow the route as soon as it is clear.  

Be Nice! 
 

We have to follow our risk assessments. At times, school staff may 
need to ask you to move to a different area, stand aside, wait or follow 
a particular route. We have to break up groups who are chatting on 
school grounds or access routes, in order to meet our safety 
requirements. We will be polite – please do the same! 

Communication 
 

There have been a few occasions this week where it is clear parents have not read letters which were posted on the website or sent by email. 
It really is extra-important at the moment that you check your email, class dojo and our website regularly. Each class should receive a welcome 
letter shortly from the class teacher with key information about PE days, what your child needs to bring to school etc. Each class has a 
dedicated email, which you can use to ask any questions, or you can ring the office for a telephone appointment with the class teacher. We 
are trying to avoid face to face contact at the moment, but this can be arranged if necessary and precautions such as mask wearing are 
followed.  
 
We will put letters on our school website and also on class dojo and where appropriate send text alerts so you know to look out for one. We 
will also email letters where we have a working email address for you. We managed to keep in touch with everyone during the lockdown 
period, so we are confident we can continue this. 
 
We will also be arranging some socially distanced parent coffee mornings with our federation family worker, Tracey Green, so look out for 
posters promoting those very soon. 

Staff News 
 

We have been very lucky here at Glenaire that almost all of our staff 
have returned to work. We are missing Mrs Ryall, our Deputy 
Headteacher, who is taking some time off work to care for her 
husband, who is ill. We wish them both well. Mrs Gibbons will be 
here two days a week to cover the SENCo role. 
 
We are also missing Mrs Wilkinson, one of our teaching assistants, 
who has started her maternity leave. There must be something in 
the water, because Miss Metcalfe will also be finishing very soon to 
go and have her baby too! 
 
This term we have welcomed Mr Boddy in Y2, Mr Farrimond in Y3 
and Mrs Thomis in Y4. I’m sure you will make them very welcome 
to our Glenaire family. 

School Uniform 

 
Well done parents for the fabulously smart children you have sent back 
to us! Year 6 are wearing their Glenaire ties with pride!  
 
Nursery children have not usually worn uniform in previous years. 
However, now Early years is working as a unit, you may want to send 
them in uniform too. This is parent choice for they do look adorable in 
their teeny tiny jumpers! 
 
Please note that black trousers or skirts have not been part of Glenaire 
uniform for a number of years. The school colour for these is grey. Of 
course, on PE days the children wear their black jogging trousers but 
this is the only time black should be worn. Also, although we have been 
very impressed with the number of children in black school shoes, there 
are a few children who still need to get theirs. Please arrange this as 
soon as possible. If cost or transport are an issue, we are always happy 
to help if we can. 

School lunches 
 

We arrived back for our training days last week to find the kitchen 
freezer had broken and much of the food waiting for this week’s 
menu had been destroyed. The kitchen did a fabulous job this week, 
so thank you for bearing with us! 
 
We should be back to our planned menu, which has at least two 
options per day, from Monday and a copy can be found below and 
on our website.  

 
As always, thank you for your support for your  
child and our school – particularly in the current  
circumstances, 
 
Jo Wilkinson 
Headteacher  

 



 

 

 


